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Who We Are
hriving not just surviving.

By incorporating Prayer Therapy into your
overall treatment plan, you will learn how
to THRIVE and not just survive in a world
filled with chemical toxins, natural
disasters, difficult relationships,
nutritionally-deficient foods, compromised
immune systems, and evil. We want to
come alongside you to equip you to
overcome current challenges as well as any
future challenges you may face.

About Us
WHOLENESS CARE
The Athens College of Ministry has joined
with local healthcare and ministry
professionals for the purpose of bringing
healing and wholeness to all aspects of our
beings: body, soul, and spirit.

Scheduling
At Your Appointment, you will:
• Meet for 90 minutes with two welltrained, compassionate wholeness
team members in a safe, confidential
environment;
• identify underlying core issues;
• develop of a “plan of care” for freedom
from the presenting issues;
• discover a lifelong plan for thriving not
just surviving; and
• Become part of a caring community.

Schedule your Prayer Therapy
appointment online at:
www.acmin.org/booking
Appointment Date & Time:

__________________________________________
Session Cost: $25 for 90 minutes
(Contact us by phone or email if the
session cost is prohibitive.)

Contact Us
Phone: 706-769-1472
Email: prayer@acmin.org
Mailing Address: PO Box 7953
Athens, GA 30604
Appointment Address: 1331 New High
Shoals Rd., Watkinsville, GA
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Why is Prayer Therapy key
to your physical health?
Physicians frequently see patients go
through emotionally devastating
experiences such as divorce, bankruptcy,
or the death of a child, only to see those
patients experience heart attacks,
recurrences of cancer, autoimmune
diseases, or serious crippling conditions.
According to the American Institute for
Stress, between 75-90% of all visits to
primary-care physicians result from stressrelated disorders. –Dr. Don Colbert

houghts and brain activity

Research shows that around 87% of
illnesses can be attributed to our thought
life, and approximately 13% to diet,
genetics, and environment. Studies
conclusively link more chronic diseases to
an epidemic of toxic emotions in our
culture. These toxic emotions cause
migraines, hypertension, strokes, cancer,
skin problems, diabetes, infections and
allergies, just to name a few. Surprising to
most people is that thought life, attitudes,
habits and emotions are largely responsible
for mental and physical health.
-Dr. Caroline Leaf
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t the root of it all

The beginning of all healing of spiritually
rooted diseases begins when you make
your peace with God, and accept His love
once and for all, accepting yourself and
accepting others. –Henry W. Wright

“Pain means comfort is on its
way.” -Dr. James Wilder
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roven effectiveness

Physical or emotional pain is like a warning
light on life’s dashboard indicating that
attention is needed. Nearly all individuals
who engage in Prayer Therapy discover:
• comfort, support and healing;
• the purpose for the pain; and
• strength for the lifelong journey.
“I wish I had known 40 years ago that

Prayer Therapy was available to me. I
could have saved countless hours and
dollars. Prayer Therapy turned my life
around and I can never go back. Thank
You!” -Robert G.

